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Chapter 2031 

Han Zixuan glared at Yi Xudong fiercely, knelt on the ground with disheveled 
hair and disheveled clothes, and kept begging for mercy, “Mrs. Yi, I was 
wrong, I know I was wrong… please forgive me this time…” 

However, Jiang Manli was not so easy to talk to, she asked someone to bring 
a chair to the side, sat down on her own, and let Yi Xudong pinch her 
shoulders while telling her subordinates to continue. 

It wasn’t until the police heard the news that the farce finally ended. 

However, this scene has been spread to every inch of the Internet by 
countless passers-by through photos, videos, and even live broadcasts, and it 
is spreading wildly. 

Han Zixuan didn’t know how she escaped from that nightmare place, so she 
rushed into an underground parking lot in a panic. 

An oncoming car was coming, braked sharply, and made a harsh sound. 

The car stopped almost in front of Han Zixuan. 

One person hurriedly opened the car door and got out of the car to check the 
situation, only to find that the person who rushed out suddenly was a woman 
with disheveled hair and disheveled clothes. 

After seeing the woman’s face clearly, the man looked astonished, “Han 
Zixuan?” 



Seeing that the person getting off the car was an acquaintance, Han Zixuan 
was also taken aback, “Su…Boss Su…” 

“You…” Roman frowned. 

Han Zixuan was stunned, unable to speak, crouched down on the ground and 
burst into tears. 

Seeing that Han Zixuan’s bare skin was covered with scratches from women’s 
nails, Roman seemed to have guessed something, but he didn’t say anything 
clearly. 

After all, if Han Zixuan hadn’t exposed the conversation with Susie this time, 
the matter would not have developed to this point, and the misunderstanding 
between him and Selena would not have deepened. 

Therefore, he did not have a good impression of Han Zixuan. 

Roman frowned, dropped a coat, and then drove away. 

Han Zixuan was full of resentment, tightly clutching the coat in her hand, 
staring darkly at the direction the car was leaving… 

Zeling studio. 

“Wow! Super gossip! Boss, look, Han Zixuan was stripped and beaten by Yi 
Xudong’s wife in the street! It’s been spread all over the Internet! It’s so 
relieved!” Han Momo quickly rushed towards Selena with her phone in her 
arms. , his little face flushed with excitement. 

Selena only glanced at it, then looked away in a dispirited manner, and 
returned to Gong Shangze’s manuscript, washing her eyes. 

“It’s just that those two sgumbags, Susie and Roman, are so irritating that they 
still have the face to show their affection publicly!” Han Momo looked 
annoyed. 

Selena looked helpless and spoiled, “Stop reading gossip all day long, the 
Lorraine International Fashion Week will start next month, have you arranged 
the itinerary yet?” 

“It’s been arranged a long time ago, so I won’t delay work!” 



“obedient.” 

“History is so shameless. We have followed the trend time and time again, 
and we have plagiarized them. We must beat them down this time!” Han 
Momo exclaimed angrily. 

Seeing that Gong Shangze hadn’t spoken, Selena looked a little absent-
minded, put down the manuscript and walked over, “Ah Ze, what are you 
thinking?” 

Gong Shangze hesitated to speak, then shook his head, “Boss, it’s fine.” 

Selena narrowed her eyes slightly, and asked tentatively, “Is it Dai Wei’s 
place, and your manuscript?” 

Gong Shangze bit his lip, “I made a count, and the manuscript should be 
gone, but I’m not completely sure if there are any omissions.” 

Selena knew Gong Shangze’s worries, for him, the most difficult thing was to 
surpass himself. 

Gong Shangze pursed his lips, then looked up at Selena, “Boss, will you go 
then?” 

Selena nodded, “Of course, how could I not be there for such an important 
moment? I should be filming in Lorraine at that time, and it will definitely pass.” 

Gong Shangze’s originally anxious expression gradually dissipated after 
hearing Selena’s words, his clear eyes were extremely bright, “Boss, I will not 
let you down!” 

Selena chuckled, “I believe in you.” 

After Gong Shangze finished speaking, he said shyly, “Boss, during this time, 
can I go to Lu Town to bother you and Mr. Lu for a few days?” 

Selena immediately said cheerfully, “Of course! Sure enough, there will be a 
lot of inspiration there, right? I can’t bear to leave!” 

Gong Shangze didn’t explain either, but just nodded, “Yeah.” 
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Chapter 2032 

deer town. 

“Ahhh, what should I do? I spit up milk again!” Selena held the bottle in one 
hand and the little white tiger in the other, flustered. 

Rick on the side was also in a hurry, seeing the little white tiger’s distress, he 
was about to cry. 

Daniel pinched the center of his brows, “I’ll do it.” 

After speaking, he carefully reported the little white tiger to him, patted the 
little white tiger on the back, and then changed his position to br3astfeed. 

This time, the little white tiger finally drank the milk smoothly. 

So much love! 

Selena held her chin and watched with admiration on her face, “My dear, did 
you br3astfeed Rick like this when he was young?” 

Before Daniel could speak, Little Treasure at the side shook his head like a 
rattle and sold someone out without hesitation, “I’ve never been br3astfed 
before.” 

“Pfft…” Selena laughed, “How do you know, do you still remember such a 
small thing?” 

Rick continued to dismantle the stage, and his tone was quite firm, “This is a 
normal speculation.” 

Daniel glanced at his son, coughed lightly, with a helpless expression, but 
could not refute. 



Well, he was too busy at that time, plus… he didn’t have any feelings for this 
son who was not in his plan, not to mention feeding him, and even seeing him 
very few times. 

Rick looked up at his mother with his little head up, “Heaven will send a great 
mission to the people, and they must first suffer from their will, exhaust their 
muscles and bones, starve their skin, empty their bodies, and chaotic their 
actions. Destiny must be for Let me meet my mother, so I can go through 
these tests.” 

Selena was distressed at first, but when she saw Xiao Baojing’s eyes were 
bright, she said these words to herself very seriously, she was stunned for a 
moment, then immediately put her arms around the little guy and k!ssed her, 
smiling uncontrollably, “Baby , why are you so cute?” 

Daniel, who was inexplicably hacked at the side: “…” 

Suffering his will, straining his muscles and bones, starving his body and skin? 
Did he abuse him that much? 

There is an inexplicable feeling of being cheated… 

At the same time, by the gem-like emerald green lake, deer drink water 
leisurely, and birds fly past the lake. 

With his back to the lake, Gong Shangze sat cross-legged on the grass, 
holding a pen and paper in his hand, looking intently at the family of three not 
far away, his eyes full of dazzling light. 

The nimble pen tip seemed to be alive, sketching on the manuscript paper. 

Saul hid away from Selena and his brother, squatting next to Gong Shangze 
with half a watermelon in his arms, digging bite by bite with a spoon, and 
glanced at Gong Shangze’s vigorous writing from time to time. 

After squatting for an unknown amount of time, there were so many pink 
bubbles that it was suffocating, yet Gong Shangze remained motionless. 

Saul couldn’t bear it any longer. He looked at Gong Shangze with the gaze of 
a god-man, and sighed in amazement, “This little brother… you are really… 
very courageous!” 



It was the first time he saw someone begging to come to eat dog food, and 
eating it so seriously. 

When Gong Shangze heard this, he cast suspicious eyes, not understanding 
what Saul meant, “Second Young Master, what’s wrong with me?” 

Saul patted him on the shoulder earnestly, and said sadly, “You’re a single 
dog, don’t you feel heartbroken just looking at you?” 

Gong Shangze turned his head to look at Saul in surprise, “Why? I’m very 
happy.” 

Saul twitched the corner of his mouth extremely speechlessly. 

The thinking of a genius is indeed different from that of ordinary people! 
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Chapter 2033 

When the entertainment circle was still full of money, romance, and gossip 
about topics like cheating and mistresses, the international economic market 
had already changed, and the economic pages of major magazines and 
newspapers were full of bloody fights every day. 

The names of Lu Corporation and Daniel appeared as frequently as Selena 
appeared in the entertainment section. 

In the eyes of everyone, the man who is at the top of the cloud and controls 
the fate of Huaguo is holding his wife’s little hand and trimming her nails 
intently. 

When the phone rang, Daniel couldn’t move his hand, so he motioned for 
Selena to answer it for him. 



So Selena pressed answer with her free hand, and placed the phone next to 
Daniel’s ear. 

Daniel used a file to polish his wife’s nails to smooth and round, while talking 
to the person on the other end of the phone, “Your Excellency, as a citizen of 
China, it is Lu’s responsibility…” 

Later, Daniel said a lot of technical terminology and things in the economic 
field, but Selena couldn’t understand a single word, but felt that Daniel’s tone 
of voice with the person on the phone was a bit strange. 

“Change your hand.” Daniel reminded. 

“Oh…” Selena immediately switched hands to answer the phone, and handed 
the hand that was holding the phone to Daniel to continue trimming. 

Not knowing what the person on the other end of the phone said, Daniel’s 
facial features suddenly softened a bit, and he replied with a hoarse voice like 
a cello, “My wife.” 

When Daniel finished answering the phone, the nails on Selena’s hands had 
already been trimmed by Daniel like works of art. 

“My dear, who called just now?” Selena asked casually. 

Daniel gave her a name back. 

“I’ll go!!!” Selena almost spat out a mouthful of old blood when she heard this, 
“Then why don’t you concentrate!” 

To call that grown-up while trimming her paws! 

Suddenly feel that my paws are so sinful! 

That person actually called in person late at night, which shows that the 
situation this time is indeed very difficult. 

But it was a good thing, at least Daniel was not alone, but the power of the 
whole country. 

“I’m very attentive.” The man took the girl’s onion-like tender fingers and 
k!ssed them delicately. 



Selena was speechless: “…” 

Concentrate on trimming her paws? 

With the soles of her feet in the air, Selena was picked up by the waist, went 
upstairs from the living room, and entered the bedroom. 

Rick is next door, already sleeping peacefully. 

“Do you need to get up early tomorrow?” 

The man gently placed the girl in the soft bedding. At the same time, his 
slender fingers deftly opened the small and delicate plum blossom-shaped 
buttons of her cheongsam at the neckline. 

The white and delicate collarbone was faintly exposed at the corner of the 
spread neckline, which made the man’s eyes darken suddenly, and in the next 
second, the scorching lips and tongue were covered with warm jade-like skin. 

Selena shivered slightly, “Hmm… I don’t have a job tomorrow… But I have an 
appointment with Louis, and I want to help him refer to his women’s 
clothing…” 

“Yeah.” The man responded, expressing his understanding. 

result… 

The sky outside the window was pale, and there were bursts of chirping 
birdsong. 

In the bedroom, Selena was so dizzy that every strand of her hair was 
drenched, she had no strength in her body, but the man in front of her was still 
tireless… 

When Selena woke up again, let alone morning, it was almost noon, and it 
was already the evening of the next day, and it was almost dark. 

Selena scratched her hair, and hurriedly took out her phone to take a look. 
Sure enough, the phone was almost blown up by Louis. 
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Chapter 2034 

After Selena changed her clothes, she went downstairs softly. 

From a distance, I saw Rick taking care of the little white tiger in the yard, and 
someone was holding a newspaper in his hand, wearing home clothes, sitting 
on a rattan chair under the flower stand with his forehead slanted, looking like 
an untouched fairy. 

Selena ran over, then looked at him angrily. 

Daniel looked at his wife’s beautiful eyes, and suddenly his Adam’s apple 
moved slightly. He put down the newspaper in his hand, stretched out his 
hand and sat her on his lap, and massaged her sore waist gently and 
moderately with his broad palms. ,”how?” 

“Press it up a little bit!” Selena said with a dark face while making the request, 
“You still ask, I already told you I have something to do today!” 

Daniel: “I only did it once.” 

Seeing the other party’s innocent expression, Selena was furious, “Did I feed 
the dog the next few times?” 

The corners of Daniel’s lips curved slightly, “The next few times, Madam 
asked, Madam forgot?” 

“I…” 

Depend on! It was really her request… 

Nima, the problem is, he took the initiative to seduce her, how could she hold 
it back! 

Now she finally understands why there are so many foolish kings who are 
fascinated by sex in history. 



… 

Anyway, by the time Selena rushed to find Louis, it was already night. 

Selena managed to comfort the little ancestor with all her strength. 

“Don’t waste time, go and change clothes!” 

Seeing Selena’s impatient look, Louis was even more angry. This guy wanted 
to see him in women’s clothing so much, but he was late for the whole day 
and slept until the afternoon. What did he do last night? You can think of it 
with your toes. 

Selena waited desperately in the living room, Louis dawdled for about half an 
hour before the bedroom door finally opened. 

“Have you changed it?” Selena hurriedly turned her head away. 

In the next second, Selena covered her eyes and rolled on the sofa in a 
miserable state, “fcuk! My dog’s eyes!” 

Seeing Selena’s reaction, Louis was so angry that he stepped on his high 
heels and rushed over aggressively, “Selena, what do you mean!” 

Louis was wearing a bright red dress, 12cm high heels, golden waves, smoky 
makeup, and flaming red lips. 

That scene…was just… 

Selena clutched her chest as she was dying, “Even if I’m late, you can’t take 
revenge on me like this!” 

Louis frowned, “I’m… so bad? But I’m completely in Carl’s image!” 

Selena opened her eyes with difficulty, and looked at Louis, “The original 
version of Karl’s figure is smaller than yours, and his appearance is not as 
sharp. Of course, this kind of dress is fine, but it would be ridiculous if you 
completely imitated him like you OK!” 

“Then what do you say should be done?” 



Soon they will go to Lorraine for filming, and the filming of his women’s 
clothing part will start soon. Even though he has almost read the script, but 
this time the role is too challenging, and he is really not sure. 

At that time, there will be someone from the production crew to fix his 
makeup, but before that, he must have a clear idea, so he brought Selena 
over as a consultant. Originally, Lei Ming wanted to arrange a professional 
stylist for him, but he firmly refused. 

Selena squeezed the space between her brows, “Come on, change all the 
clothes, and I’ll help you repaint the makeup too! You’re so reckless!” 

“Can you do it?” Louis looked at her uneasy. 

“Trust my vision ok? I’m afraid you’ll fall in love with yourself later!” 

Louis: “…” 
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Chapter 2035 

She has long straight black hair, a black sequined tight skirt with a flight 
jacket, and handsome Martin boots. She didn’t deliberately use feminine 
makeup, only slightly deepened her eyeliner and adjusted her lip color. 

Although it is an image of women’s clothing, it retains Louis’s own 
characteristics, wildness, and unruly. 

When Louis opened his eyes, what he saw was this kind of himself. 

It was not as unacceptable as he had imagined. 



Selena held her chin, and stared at the beautiful woman in front of her with 
sparkling eyes, “Ah, ah! Louis! Even if you look like me, I’d be willing to go up 
the mountain of swords and down the frying pan!” 

Louis looked at the guy in front of him with black lines all over his head and 
said to himself in a flirtatious tone, “Shut up!” 

“You’re so cute when you say shut up!” 

“Selena!!!” 

Fortunately, after being made a fuss by Selena, he was relieved a lot. 

His abused physique is getting worse and worse! 

Selena rolled her eyes, “How is it? Let’s go and test the results?” 

Louis looked at her malicious appearance with vigilance, “How to test?” 

“Go to the bar! If a man strikes up a conversation, it means you have 
succeeded!” 

“No need, thank you! I can tell by the way you look at me that I have 
succeeded!” Louis resolutely refused. 

Selena expressed great regret. 

… 

Country, Lorraine. 

Lorraine International Fashion Week is just around the corner, and Selena has 
already rushed over because of the filming of “Killer”. 

A few days later, the Zeling team also flew to this fashion capital to meet the 
important battle in the coming week. 

Lorraine is famous all over the world for her beauty and fashion. This city is a 
sacred place in the minds of women who pursue fashion all over the world, 
and it is also the paradise and cradle of all outstanding designers. 



The history of fashion is the history of the city of Lorraine, and Lorraine’s 
fashion style still has a huge influence on top designers from all over the 
world. 

Lorraine Fashion Week has a supreme status in the fashion industry, which 
determines the world fashion trend of the year and the following year. Every 
year, designers from all over the world will show nearly a hundred fashion 
shows in 7 days, presenting fashion shows to global fashionistas. Deliver the 
latest trend information. 

Today, history, one of the most representative brands of Hua Guofeng, 
became famous because of its brilliance on the stage of Lorraine Fashion 
Week that year, and became the representative of Hua Guofeng in the 
international fashion circle. fashionistas respected. 

History also participated in the exhibition last year. Although it was not as 
amazing as the first time, its performance was also remarkable. 

For Zeling, this is the first time he has appeared on the international stage. 

This time in Lorraine, most of the scenes were played by Louis, and Selena’s 
filming schedule in Lorraine was very easy. 

After the shooting task of the day was completed, I rushed to the airport to 
pick up the plane. 

Gong Shangze, Qiao Weilan and Han Momo could be seen from a distance. 

“Boss! Here!” Han Momo waved her hands vigorously in the crowd, and 
rushed towards Selena cheerfully. 

Gong Shangze was a few steps behind, carrying a trolley case in his hand, 
staring blankly at the sky above Luocheng’s head, a little absent-minded. 

Los Angeles… 

This city gave him infinite vitality and hope, and once drove him into the 
abyss. 

He finally set foot on this land again, and finally returned here. 

“Aze, let’s go!” A warm voice came from my ear. 



“Ok.” 

Gong Shangze looked at the people beside him, and gradually withdrew his 
thoughts floating in the air, turning them into infinite power. 

This time, he was no longer alone. 
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Chapter 2036 

“Boss, the plane meal is so bad, I’m so hungry!” Han Momo burst into tears. 

Selena rubbed the little girl’s hair, “Let’s go, I’ll take you to eat delicious food 
first!” 

After putting the luggage into the car, Selena drove the three of them to a 
famous local Michelin star restaurant. 

“Wow! Michelin three stars! Will it be very expensive?” 

Selena laughed, “Don’t worry, you still can’t beat your boss!” 

The group of four found a quiet seat by the window and sat down. Han Momo 
concentrated on ordering food, while Qiao Weilan had already started 
reporting to Selena. 

Gong Shangze looked at a corner not far from the window, and suddenly said, 
“It used to be my place.” 

Selena looked in the direction of Gong Shangze’s line of sight, and saw a 
black beggar lying on his back, sound asleep. 

Selena was stunned for a moment, then smiled and said, “What a 
coincidence! Really!” 



The place where I first saw Gong Shangze seemed to be there, less than 300 
meters away, there was a history store. 

That day, she had finished shopping for clothes in history, and then met Gong 
Shangze, who was looking for faults, on the street. 

“What? Is that where you picked up our palace director, boss?” 

When Han Momo heard this, she immediately became interested, and began 
to ask about the details of the meeting between Selena and Gong Shangze. 
Qiao Weilan also looked over with interest. 

“Isn’t it? It’s been too long, I didn’t think about it just now…” 

The four of them were talking in a pleasant atmosphere. At this moment, the 
door of the restaurant opened, and a group of seven or eight people came in 
one after another. 

The leader was a sleek-looking man in his thirties who appeared to be in his 
thirties. The man behind him was wearing an Armani haute couture suit and a 
million-dollar Patek Philippe on his wrist… He turned out to be an 
acquaintance . 

“Dmn it! Isn’t that Dai Wei? It’s really a narrow road! Can you meet all of 
these?” Han Momo said excitedly. 

That group of people is the design team of history. 

The leader is Liu Minghui, Dai Wei’s deputy, the deputy design director of 
History, and in Han Momo’s words, he is Dai Wei’s henchman. 

Dai Wei and his group were talking separately, not paying attention to their 
direction, and then they sat down in a semi-enclosed box not far from them. 

Although he couldn’t see the other party, the high-spirited talk of the other 
party was clearly transmitted to Selena and the others. 

“The work of the boss this time is really amazing, it will definitely make the 
eyes of those foreigners fall!” One of them said excitedly. 

“The boss is amazing, he can come up with such a brilliant idea! This idea 
must be a big hit!” The person who spoke was Liu Minghui. 



“The workmanship and skills are also excellent! How can it be produced in a 
year and a half! The boss must have been preparing in the morning, and he 
didn’t tell anyone about it!” 

… 

Hearing the flamboyant compliments on the other side, Han Momo curled her 
lips in disdain, “You can really brag! Why don’t they go to heaven!” 

Selena smiled and said nothing. 

Seeing Dai Wei again, Gong Shangze was not as excited as before. 

However, he frowned imperceptibly when he heard the few words from over 
there. 

After returning, he listed all Dai Wei’s published works so far against his stolen 
design draft, making sure that there were no omissions. 

He knew that in addition to the design team on the surface, Dai Wei also had 
a group of people in private, including many experts, and he didn’t know what 
method Dai Wei used to make them willing to work for him, otherwise Dai Wei 
would not May last until now. 

The exhibited works this time are probably also made by those people. 
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Chapter 2037 

Two days later, Lorraine Fashion Week officially kicked off. 

The scene is full of stars and big-name designers gather. This is not only the 
most anticipated moment for fashion lovers and supermodels, but also the 
best time for emerging designers to enter the international fashion circle. 



At this time, the entertainment section of the domestic media has been 
overwhelmingly covered with reports about the show, whether a certain 
actress received an invitation letter, or how a certain actress surprised the 
audience on the red carpet of Lorraine Fashion Week. 

On the personal social accounts of many celebrities and even Internet 
celebrities, they have posted photos of themselves wearing Chinese clothes 
and going to the show. 

In fact, as a top international fashion show, Lorraine Fashion Week must have 
an invitation letter from a brand or an investor to enter, even if it is a top-tier 
celebrity. 

During the fashion week, a brand’s invitation letter for the fashion week show 
40 will be sent to the top fashion media from around the world; 30 will be 
given to well-known fashion buyers; 10 will be guests invited by the brand; 10 
will be given to top customers; 10 will be reserved. 

In other words, stars in the entertainment industry only account for 10%, and 
most of them are not qualified to sit in the front row. 

The arrangement of each row of seats shows the status of the guests in the 
fashion industry. 

Those who can sit in the first row are all distinguished guests. 

The second-, third-, and even eighteenth-tier Internet celebrities in China who 
post pictures on the Internet seem to be invited. In fact, these people don’t 
even have a seat, and they all come here at their own expense. Some 
ignorant passers-by. 

The address of the official show is set at the Grand Palais in Lorraine. 

The crystal chandelier hanging above the palace was like a river of stars in 
the night sky, and the simple and luxurious hall was transformed into a long 
catwalk, with guest seats on both sides of the catwalk. 

The invited stars all racked their brains wearing gorgeous gowns, walking 
gracefully on the red carpet with concave and convex shapes, giving all the 
photographers the most perfect side, and then sat down in their respective 
seats one by one. 



In the past, international fashion weeks were not open to the outside world. 
With the popularization of live broadcasts, ordinary people can watch the 
grand occasions in real time at home. 

A popular domestic video site in Huaguo competed for the right to live 
broadcast. Everyone swiped their screens enthusiastically, exclaiming at the 
celebrities constantly appearing on the screen, and commenting on the outfits 
of celebrities from all walks of life. 

“Aww! I saw my male god Orlando, the male god is so handsome! The floral 
shirt is too coquettish!” 

“Oh, let me go, what is Xu Jiaojiao wearing? Did she just wear the flowered 
quilt from her own pit? It’s too ridiculous!” 

“It’s all about fighting for attention!” 

“Why do I seem to have seen Susie? Didn’t she quit the entertainment 
industry long ago? She actually sat in the first row! You must know that Song 
Lin is the only one who is qualified to sit in the first row in Huaguo’s entire 
entertainment industry. It’s because she is the spokesperson of the Huaguo 
District! But Song Lin has already retired, so she didn’t show up this time!” 

“Selena’s coffee position is absolutely fine! But Selena doesn’t seem to have 
endorsements for big-name clothing and accessories, so she can’t get 
invited?” 

“You don’t know that. Except for the guests, the people in the first row are all 
insiders. Although Susie is not a star in the entertainment industry, she is the 
founder of History!” 

“No wonder!” 

… 

Under the envious eyes of the Chinese actresses who were seated at the 
back, Susie was wearing a loose-fitting history high-end dress and luxurious 
ston jewelry, and sat gracefully in the first row. 

Heh, what about quitting the entertainment circle? 



She originally disdained the circle that was always inferior in the eyes of 
celebrities. 
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Chapter 2038 

A reporter from the domestic media immediately warmly greeted him and 
asked: 

“Mr. Ning, this is the third time History has represented Huaguo on the stage 
of the International Fashion Week. Do you have anything to say about this?” 

Susie had a generous smile on her face, “It’s a great honor to be affirmed by 
all professionals on history, and it’s also a great honor to be able to represent 
Huaguo on the world stage to show our Huaguo’s unique style, and let the 
beauty of our Huaguo be known to the world. The world knows.” 

Susie’s answer was immediately praised by many patriots. 

“Except for Susie’s character, she is indeed quite capable!” 

“It can be regarded as contributing to the promotion of our Huaguo culture!” 

At this time, on the side of the designer’s seat, Dai Wei was also sought after 
by many media: 

“Mr. Dai, two years ago, history’s Huaguofeng design shocked the world and 
set off a wave of Huaguofeng in the international fashion circle. Last year’s 
performance was a little mediocre. I don’t know if history will To surprise us 
again?” 

Dai Wei, who was questioned by foreign reporters, had a proud expression on 
his face. When he heard “Last year’s performance was a little mediocre”, his 



face froze a little, but soon he said confidently, “This time This work is my 
painstaking effort for two years, I believe it will not disappoint you all!” 

At this time, many reporters suddenly headed towards the door. 

At the same time, there was a frantic swiping of the screen in the live 
broadcast room. 

“Ah! Karen, Karen!” 

“My Karen is here!” 

… 

Compared to the actresses competing for splendor tonight, Selena was 
wearing a champagne-colored two-piece suit and a one-step skirt with a 
simple design. Except for the embroidery on the skirt and neckline, there was 
no extra decoration. It was clean and neat. The media expected quite 
differently. 

In international fashion week, invited guests are invited to watch the show, but 
now more and more people regard watching the show as a show, as a vanity 
fair for gaining position and eyeballs, especially in China, such The situation is 
more serious. 

Selena’s simple and decent attire, which was not too grand to overwhelm the 
guests, won the favor of many foreign media and industry insiders present. 

In addition to the news of Selena’s participation in “Killer”, Selena gained a lot 
of international exposure. At this time, many foreign reporters stepped forward 
to interview, breaking the cold treatment of Chinese actresses. 

Seeing this, the fans in the live broadcast room swiped their screens 
excitedly… 

Watching Selena show off her limelight, Susie’s expression darkened 
immediately. 

However, seeing Selena walking towards the extremely back position, her 
brows relaxed again. 

Although Selena had a lot of endorsements, she didn’t endorse any clothing 
brand. It was impossible to have an invitation letter for an article of big-name 



clothing. The anonymous invitation letter obtained from the magazine media 
would be very far behind, and there might not even be a seat . 

Susie sat in the first row leisurely, and cast a mocking glance at Selena who 
walked straight to the last row from the corner of her eye. 

So what if he has reached the pinnacle in the entertainment industry? 

In this kind of circle, there is still nothing! 

Susie was in a good mood chatting with a few acquaintances in the industry 
around her, but she froze for a second. 

After Selena greeted Qin Shuang in the last row and said a few words, she 
got up and walked towards the first row, and then sat down in one of the 
empty seats. 
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Chapter 2039 

Susie’s expression suddenly turned a little ugly, but it soon turned into ridicule 
and disdain. 

I don’t know what tricks that b!tch used to get here. 

Heh, after all, she is now the so-called No. 1 actress in Huaguo’s 
entertainment industry, so she still has to do some face-saving work. 

It’s just that this kind of obvious lack of qualifications is forced to come up. 
Anyone with a discerning eye who doesn’t know, just deceives those ignorant 
fans. 

On the stage, the host announced the official opening of Fashion Week, and 
everyone’s attention was focused on the runway. 



All the big names have appeared one after another, bringing their new spring 
and summer products for the next quarter, bringing you an unparalleled visual 
feast. 

There was a lot of amazement in the live broadcast room, and at the same 
time, everyone was looking forward to the appearance of the Huaguo brand. 

“When will our history be released! I’m looking forward to it!” 

“I read the itinerary, it is today, and oon is also from our country!” 

“oon is good, but it doesn’t have our own characteristics in Huaguo. I still like 
history!” 

“I heard that Zeling is also qualified to enter this time!” 

“Ah! Is that Zeling who has been following the trend of history?” 

… 

Every year in Fashion Week, the brands that come to participate from various 
countries are all brands that have certain influence in the country and can 
represent the characteristics of the country. Designers must also meet the top 
comprehensive standards in the country. 

After the qualification review by the fashion week jury, the official invitation 
can finally be obtained. 

This time Huaguo only passed the review of three brands, one is oon under 
Qu Guanyang, who is known as the number one designer in Huaguo, one is 
history, and the other is Zeling. 

Qu Guanyang is the first Huaguo designer to enter the attention of the 
international fashion circle, but his style has always followed the international 
route, and history is the first Huaguofeng brand that makes Huaguofeng shine 
in the international fashion circle. 

In the beginning, Zeling and History still had the power to fight, but after a year 
of hiding, let alone in the world, even in China, it was about to disappear from 
sight. It was not until the recent response of the new products of the two 
series that they gradually recovered. 



However, this exhibition is still inevitably regarded as a dispensable 
accompanying runner, or even as a follow-up brand of history, completely 
submerged in the light of history. 

This circle is like this, everyone will only remember the first place. 

All the fashion lovers in Huaguo who are watching the live broadcast are 
eagerly waiting for their own country’s brands to appear, including industry 
insiders who have paid more and more attention to Huaguofeng in recent 
years. 

After Qu Guanyang’s oon show ended, the name “history” finally appeared on 
the big screen. 

Countless followers of Hua Guofeng stared at the stage with bated breath, 
even the godfather of fashion, ada, sat up slightly and looked at the stage 
intently. 

Accompanied by the melodious sound of Guqin, models dressed in history 
advanced customization came on stage one after another. 

When the models walked out one by one, there were exclamations one after 
another at the scene, and everyone’s eyes lit up. 

Because it is so beautiful! 

The artistic conception of “Zen” in the traditional culture of Huaguo is vividly 
reflected, and every piece of clothing exudes a strong charm of Huaguo. 

Every line and every stitch of embroidery embodies the subtlety, gentleness 
and majesty of Chinese culture. 

The most commendable thing is that these neon clothes and feather clothes 
let the world see traditional handicrafts such as Kesi, Suzhou embroidery, and 
Pan Jinxiu, which contain ancient Chinese wisdom. 
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Chapter 2040 

“Oh God! This is so beautiful!” 

“This is the legendary handicraft of Huaguo?” 

“If I’m not mistaken, these sets of clothes are all made of the Kesi technique 
that started in the Tang Dynasty in Huaguo. The production process is very 
complicated. Just a few feet will take a craftsman several months!” 

“It’s so special! Fantastic Huaguo culture!” 

The people in the industry at the scene, and even those designers who had a 
prejudice against Hua Guofeng, couldn’t help but be amazed by the gorgeous 
and exquisite neon clothes and feather clothes on the models at this moment. 

At this moment, the Chinese fans in the live broadcast room were even more 
excited, full of pride. 

“Oh! Meimeimeimeimei! The culture of our Dahua country is really amazing!” 

“Great! History did not disappoint us! Tremble! This is the long-standing 
traditional culture of our Great China!” 

“I feel like I’m going to become a fan of Susieluolu!” 

… 

Amidst the overwhelming praise, no one noticed that in a corner in the dim 
light, the handsome young man’s face was pale, and his trembling lips were 
almost bleeding from his bite. 

Ni! skirts! feather! Clothes! 

His neon clothes and feather clothes! 

It took him half a year to draw the design, and another two years to learn the 
skills from the old craftsman himself, and to make the finished neon clothes 
and feather clothes stitch by stitch! 



At the beginning, Dai Wei lied to him that the neon clothes and feather clothes 
in the sample room were destroyed by a fire! 

At this moment, it appeared on the runway of Lorraine International Fashion 
Week, and just appeared in front of his eyes! 

It’s not the joy of regaining what was lost, but the overwhelming anger and 
hatred, the heart-piercing pain of being poached away by one’s own flesh and 
blood! 

Gong Shangze’s eyes were scarlet, the veins on his forehead were bulging, 
his chest was heaving more and more violently, his handsome face was 
almost ferocious, and the blood in his whole body seemed to be flowing 
backwards. 

Sitting on the table not far away, Selena had an ominous premonition the 
moment the work in History appeared, and her first reaction was to pay 
attention to Gong Shangze’s reaction. 

As a result, after looking at it, sure enough, Gong Shangze’s complexion 
became more and more ugly, and even the young man’s expression was 
clearly on the verge of collapse. 

Selena had never seen Gong Shangze so excited. 

Oops… 

Seeing this, Selena frowned. 

It seems that Dai Wei’s so-called two-year painstaking effort is actually Gong 
Shangze’s design. 

Even, not just blueprints. 

All these ready-made clothes may have been made by Gong Shangze 
himself. 

She remembered that she had heard Gong Shangze say more than once that 
his most perfect work in this life was destroyed in an accidental fire. 

That set of clothes is called “Neon Clothes and Feather Clothes”. 

Could it be… 



The works of history once again amazed the world, and domestic and foreign 
media flocked to interview the chief designer Dai Wei. 

A foreign reporter: “Director Dai, your work is really amazing this time. Where 
does your inspiration come from?” 

Dai Wei replied proudly with a smile on his face, “Naturally, it comes from the 
5,000-year-old culture of our country!” 

A Chinese reporter looked excited: “Director Dai is really kind. May I ask what 
ancient designs are used in these clothes? It is said that you made them 
yourself, is that true?” 

Dai Wei nodded and said, “Using Kesi, Su embroidery, Pan Jinxiu and other 
techniques, the design was completed by me alone, but the production was 
completed by me and the team, and they also paid a lot.” 

“Director Dai, you are too modest. As we all know, design is the soul of 
clothing! In addition, Mr. Dai, your design this time is even better than the 
“Spring Garden” two years ago. I don’t know what the theme of your series is 
called What’s your name?” the reporter asked. 

Dai Wei replied: “Neon clothes and feather clothes.” 

 


